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7.1.2 
The Institution has the 

Facilities and Initiatives for 
Green Campus Initiatives 
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USE OF BICYCLES/ BATTERY POWERED VEHICLES  

Due to the restriction of entering motor vehicles in to the campus. The institute will provide the 

bicycles or battery powered vehicles to students, faculty and visitors in campus as a mode of 

transport. It is environment friendly and prevents pollution 

e-bike  
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USE OF BICYCLES/ BATTERY POWERED VEHICLES  

 

Due to the restriction of entering motor vehicles in to the campus. The institute will provide the 

bicycles or battery powered vehicles to students, faculty and visitors in campus as a mode of 

transport. It is environment friendly and prevents pollution. 
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BATTERY POWERED VEHICLE 
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SAY NO TO PLASTIC: 

The institute initiates the plastic free campus activity which will support an Eco-friendly in 

nature. For that the institute banned single-use plastic items such as plastic bottles, bags, spoons, 

straws and cups completely and awareness is created among staff and students through 

orientation and display boards in the premises. To restrict the use of plastic, measures have been 

Name of the 
Activity 

 

“GaneshChaturthi" held on 31-08-2022 

Type of Activity CELEBRATIONS 

Date and 
Time of 
Activity 

31-08-2022 11.00am 

Details of 

Participants 
50 faculty members  & 200students 

Coordinator(s) Dr.HARIKIRAN.L SURESH MALOTH 
Organizing 
Dept./Support 
System 

All the Departments 

In collaboration 

with 
Seminal hall 

Description As a part of the campaign towards "Eco Friendly Ganesha" our college 

students along with NSS Unit went to kuntloorvillage. Students distributed 

Clay ganesha idols to villagers and explained the concerns which we all have 

to face by using plaster of Paris Ganesh idols made with added colours. 

Finally, they explained the importance and environmental benefits of nature. 

Theprogiam created more awareness in the public. As an encouragement some 

of the village people have diverted from POP ganesha usage to eco friendly 

clay ganesha 
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taken to replace plastic tea cups and glasses with steel glasses in the canteen. The staff and 

students are informed to use steel or copper water bottles instead of plastic bottles. 
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LANDSCAPING WITH TREES AND PLANTS:  

Carbon dioxide neutrality is maintained on the campus by planting different varieties of trees and 

plants. The green campus concept offers to take the lead in redefining its environmental culture 

and developing new paradigms by creating sustainable solutions to environmental, social and 

economic needs of the mankind. 
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GREEN CAMPUS INITIATIVES:  

Policy Documents! Decisions Circulated for Implementation The institution has systematically 

planned every procedure for maintaining its Campus green. Special committee is assigned for 

developing the infrastructure of organization. Well-coordinated efforts are taken for the 

institutional development as a pact of social responsibility, maintaining eco-friendly environment 

is our prime duty.  

1. Eco-friendly environment is maintained by planting trees and avoiding the use of plastic in 

day-to-day life.  

2. Ample of trees, plants and attractive vines in the institution decorate the condors, passages and 

porch and provide the rich source of oxygen. 

 3. A dedicated Rill-time gardener is appointed lo take care of the plants, trees and vines in the 

campus. The use of organic fertilizers for growing the trees is promoted. 

 4. The awareness's programs like tee plantation campaigns, cleanliness campaigns are held to 

encourage to lead eco-friendly life and make the environment clean 

5. The institution encourage the student opt for public transport in order to control pollution.  

6. The institution organized some strategies to set and achieve paperless goals. The institution 

insists to minimize the use of papers for office purposes as by reducing excessive use of printing, 

remove extra printers and request paperless statements. The institution supports for organizing 

digital documents, using e-mails, using social networking sites like whatsapp for everyday 

notices and communication. 
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Policy Documents/ Decisions Circulated for Implementation of Ban on Plastic : 

The institution has systematically planned every procedure for maintaining its Campus 'plastic-

free' and shall strive to make their campuses by systematically banning use of plastics and 

replacing the same with suitable environment friendly substitutes.  

a. Ban use of single-use plastics in canteen, institution's premises and hostels, etc. 

 b. Carry out awareness drives and sensitization workshops on the harmful impacts of single use 

plastics. c. Mandate all students to avoid bringing non-bio-degradable plastic items to the 

institution. 

 d. Encourage their students to sensitize their respective households about harmful effects of 

plastics and make their households 'plastic free'  

e. Install necessary alternative facilities like water units to avoid the use of plastic water bottles, 

and encourage use of alternative solutions like cloth bags, paper bags etc., instead of plastic 

bottles, bags, coven and other goods on campus. 

Policy Documents/ Decisions on Restricted entry of vehicles : 

1. No type of vehicles shall be used during celebrations inside the college campus/hostels.  

2. Student's vehicles shall be allowed only up to the designated parking area. Entry beyond point 

is strictly prohibited.  

3. Student shall park their two wheelers outside the gate itself  

4. No student shall be permitted to enter the campus with two or four wheelers and park vehicles 

only on the parking area. 

 5. No faculty should bring a two wheeler above 350 cc inside the campus. Vehicle speeds shall 

be limited to 20 km/hr inside campus. 

 6. Any violation of these shall lead to revoking of parking permit.  

7. Students are strongly advised to use college transport/ public transport/ bicycles for 

commuting to college to promote the green initiatives of the college. 
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Lt.NO:PCOP/OFFICE/46/9                                                                                    Date:28.10.2022. 

CIRCULAR 

 

This is to inform all that the institution, keeping in mind the importance of maintaining the 

campus to be green, healthy and eco-friendly is determined to adopt the following initiatives to 

which everyone has to adhere to.  

1. To maintain the campus complete pollution free no vehicle is allowed inside the main gate of 

the campus (2-wheeler and 4-Wheeler).  

2. To commute from place to place the safest is bicycle; if you are a responsible citizen of the 

country use bicycle for commuting within the campus will be appreciated. 

 3. To maintain environment clean and green the institution is very stringent on the use of Plastic 

bags and Plastic drinking water bottles. It is the responsibility of all staff and students to avoid 

the usage of Plastics.  

4. The resources are very important for any organizations and personal development if they are 

utilized properly. It is every individual's responsibility to utilize water, power or any other 

productive resources in a right way. 
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Lt.NO:PCOP/OFFICE/46/10                                                                                   Date:20.11.2022. 

CIRCULAR 

 

This is to inform all that the institution, keeping in mind the importance of maintaining the 

campus to be green, healthy and eco-friendly is determined to adopt the following initiatives to 

which everyone has to adhere to.  

1. To maintain the campus complete pollution free no vehicle is allowed inside the main gate of 

the campus (2-wheeler and 4-Wheeler). 

 2. To commute from place to place the safest is bicycle; if you are a responsible citizen of the 

country use bicycle for commuting within the campus will be appreciated. 

 3. To maintain environment clean and green the institution is very stringent on the use of Plastic 

bags and Plastic drinking water bottles. It is the responsibility of all staff and students to avoid 

the usage of Plastics. 

 4. The resources are very important for any organizations and personal development if they are 

utilized properly. It is every individual's responsibility to utilize water, power or any other 

productive resources in a right way. 
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Lt.NO:PCOP/OFFICE/15/1                                                                                 Date:16.12.2022. 
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CIRCULAR 

This is to inform all that the institution, keeping in mind the importance of maintaining the 

campus to be green, healthy and eco-friendly is determined to adopt the following initiatives to 

which everyone has to adhere to.  

1. To maintain the campus complete pollution free no vehicle is allowed inside the main gate of 

the campus (2-wheeler and 4-Wheeler).  

2. To commute fromplace to place the safest is bicycle; if you are a responsible citizen of the 

country use bicycle for commuting within the campus will be appreciated.  

3. To maintain environment clean and green the institution is very stringent on the use of Plastic 

bags and Plastic drinking water bottles. It is the responsibility of all staff and students to avoid 

the usage of Plastics.  

4. The resources are very important for any organizations and personal development if they are 

utilized properly. It is every individual's responsibility to utilize water, power or any other 

productive resources in a right way. 
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Lt.NO:PCOP/OFFICE/16/1                                                                                   Date:05.01.2023. 

CIRCULAR 

 

This is to inform all that the institution, keeping in mind the importance of maintaining the 

campus to be green, healthy and eco-friendly is determined to adopt the following initiatives to 

which everyone has to adhere to.  

1. To maintain the campus complete pollution free no vehicle is allowed inside the main gate of 

the campus (2-wheeler and 4-Wheeler). 

2. To commute from place to place the safest is bicycle; if you are a responsible citizen of the 

country use bicycle for commuting within the campus will be appreciated.  

3. To maintain environment clean and green the institution is very stringent on the use of Plastic 

bags and Plastic drinking water bottles. It is the responsibility of all staff and students to avoid 

the usage of Plastics.  

4. The resources are very important for any organizations and personal development if they are 

utilized properly. It is every individual's responsibility to utilize water, power or any other 

productive resources in a right way. 
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Lt.NO:PCOP/OFFICE/13/3                                                                                   Date:4.01.2023. 

CIRCULAR 

 

This is to inform all that the institution, keeping in mind the importance of maintaining the 

campus to be green, healthy and eco-friendly is determined to adopt the following initiatives to 

which everyone has to adhere to.  

1. To maintain the campus complete pollution free no vehicle is allowed inside the main gate of 

the campus (2-wheeler and 4-Wheeler). 

2. To commute from place to place the safest is bicycle; if you are a responsible citizen of the 

country use bicycle for commuting within the campus will be appreciated.  

3. To maintain environment clean and green the institution is very stringent on the use of Plastic 

bags and Plastic drinking water bottles. It is the responsibility of all staff and students to avoid 

the usage of Plastics.  

4. The resources are very important for any organizations and personal development if they are 

utilized properly. It is every individual's responsibility to utilize water, power or any other 

productive resources in a right way. 
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Lt.NO:PCOP/OFFICE/44/9                                                                                  Date:09..11.2022. 

CIRCULAR 

 

This is to inform all that the institution, keeping in mind the importance of maintaining the 

campus to be green, healthy and eco-friendly is determined to adopt the following initiatives to 

which everyone has to adhere to.  

1. To maintain the campus complete pollution free no vehicle is allowed inside the main gate of 

the campus (2-wheeler and 4-Wheeler). 

2. To commute from place to place the safest is bicycle; if you are a responsible citizen of the 

country use bicycle for commuting within the campus will be appreciated.  

3. To maintain environment clean and green the institution is very stringent on the use of Plastic 

bags and Plastic drinking water bottles. It is the responsibility of all staff and students to avoid 

the usage of Plastics.  

4. The resources are very important for any organizations and personal development if they are 

utilized properly. It is every individual's responsibility to utilize water, power or any other 

productive resources in a right way. 
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